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Abstract9

The recent increase of intermittent power generation plants connected to10

the electric power grids may stress the operation of power systems. So, grid11

codes started considering these power plants should contribute to the grid12

support functions. Recently, a power ramp rate limitation is being included13

in several grid codes, which is a challenge for photovoltaic installations due14

to the lack of inertia. This paper presents a method to deal with the main15

grid code requirements considering a PV plant with an energy storage device,16

where a strict two-second time window ramp rate restriction is applied. A17

direct ramp rate control strategy is used, which includes a dynamic SOC con-18

trol and battery support functionality for active power setpoint compliance.19

The control strategy is validated by simulations.20

Keywords: PV plant, ramp rate, storage, control21

1. Nomenclature22

Ppv Active power generated by all PV arrays
Pbat Battery active power generated/consumed
Ppcc Active power at the point of common coupling
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Ppv−meas Measured PV power. There is a communication
delay between Ppv and Ppv−meas

Pbat−meas Measured battery power. There is a communication
delay between Pbat and Pbat−meas

Ppcc−meas Measured active power at the point of common coupling.
There is a communication delay between Ppcc and Ppcc−meas

PTSO Power setpoint at the PCC (sent by TSO)
P ∗pv PV plant setpoint. Aggregated PV active power setpoint

of PV arrays (excluding the battery)
P ∗bat Battery active power setpoint
Ptot Output of the PV PI controller
α PV inverter setpoint in p.u. (α = Ptot

Pplant
)

Pnom,i Nominal power of the inverter i
P ∗pv−set,i Active power setpoint of the PV inverter i
P ∗pv−r During curtailment event, PV plant setpoint

after applying the ramp rate limitation
Ppcc−filt Filtered Ppcc−meas. Used in the MPP mode
Ppv−av Available PV power. Maximum PV power
Pplant Nominal power of the PV plant

that the PV plant can generate
Pbat−nom Nominal power of the battery
Pbat−max Maximum (> 0) battery power
Pbat−min Minimum (< 0) battery power
Cbat−nom Nominal capacity of the battery
SOC Battery State Of Charge
SOCmeas Measured SOC. There is a communication

delay between SOC and SOCmeas
SOC∗ SOC setpoint
ηbat Battery efficiency
τbat Response time of the battery
τpv Response time of the PV inverters
τcom Communication delay
τmeas Ppcc−meas filter time constant
Td Delay added by the Ppcc−meas filter
fmeas Measured grid frequency
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PD Active power of the dead-band of the droop curve
Pmin, fmin Parameters defining the droop curve
f1, f2, fn, f3, f4, fmax Parameters defining the droop curve

RRmax Maximum up-ramp rate
[
%Pplant

minute

]
(RRmax > 0)

RRmin Minimum down-ramp rate
[
%Pplant

minute

]
(RRmin < 0)

Tw Time window for the ramp rate calculation
∆Pmax Maximum ∆P at the PCC between t and t+ Tw
∆Pmim Minimum ∆P at the PCC between t and t+ Tw
Ts Sample time of the power plant controller
Kp−pv Proportional constant of the PI of the PV controller
Ki−pv Integral constant of the PI of the PV controller
Kw−pv Anti wind-up constant of the PI of the PV controller
TSO Transmission System Operator
PV PhotoVoltaic
LSPVPPs Large Scale PV Power Plants
ESS Energy Storage System
PCC Point of Common Coupling. Interconnection point

between the PV plant and the external grid
PPC Power Plant Control
MPP Maximum Power Point
FACTS Flexible AC Transmission System
DC Direct Current
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory

2. Introduction23

The installation of renewable energies in the electricity sector have expe-24

rienced a rapid growth during last years [1, 2], being wind and photovoltaic25

(PV) power the technologies with the major growth in Europe [3]. Currently,26

the participation of wind and PV power on the energy mix is large enough27

to require these power plants to provide grid support functions. In this di-28

rection, grid codes are being updated forcing these power plants to provide29

grid support [4–8]. One of the main issues of wind and PV power plants is30

that they act as intermittent power generation plants that can affect the grid31

stability. So, grid codes have recently included the need to mitigate the rapid32

active power fluctuations [5, 7]. Despite this requirement is not explained in33

detail, there are some proposals suggesting how to evaluate its fulfillment [9].34
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In [10], a power plant controller capable to fulfill most of the grid codes35

is presented. The controller, which manages the active and reactive power36

of the PV plant as well as capacitor banks and FACTS devices, is validated37

in a real 9.4 MW PV plant in Romania. As energy storage devices are not38

considered, the ramp rate limitation is only applied when curtailment events39

occur and from the curtailment to the maximum power point transition.40

Some papers propose different strategies to mitigate PV power fluctuations41

[11–15], which are based on integrating energy storage systems in the PV42

power plant. In [11], two ramp rate control strategies are developed depend-43

ing on the cycle-life of storage technology. For low cycle-life technologies, it is44

intended to maintain the state of charge (SOC) between 40-60 %, where the45

storage device operates on stand-by condition. In contrast, for long cycle-life46

technologies, the state of charge follows the PV plant relative output. The47

study performed in [12] proposes a method to limit the power fluctuations48

of a PV inverter. The strategy is developed for ramping and post-ramping49

event to recover the SOC. In this case, the storage device is connected to50

the DC link of the PV inverter. However, this topology is not reasonable for51

a power plant with more than 1 inverter as it is well-known that PV power52

fluctuations reduce as the plant size increases [16]. So, a centralized energy53

storage seems to be more reasonable. In [13], a ramp rate control strategy54

based on irradiance forecasting is presented. Thanks to the irradiance pre-55

diction, the controller anticipates the ramp events and the battery nominal56

power is reduced. This strategy does not consider the SOC of the storage57

device. In the work presented in [14], a ramp rate control for PV installation58

in microgrids is proposed. Furthermore, it explains the limitations of the59

traditional moving average control strategy. This traditional strategy does60

not provide direct ramp rate control and the storage system operates con-61

tinuously even if the ramp rate is between the up-down limits. In contrast,62

the energy flow (in-out) through the battery is much lower with a direct63

ramp rate control due to the fact that the battery does not operate if it is64

not strictly necessary. In [15], it is said thatdelay in power measurement65

and transmission may cause significant error which may not only generate a66

less smooth output but also may act in reverse direction and add even more67

fluctuation to the aggregate output. However, the effect of the delays are not68

studied in [15].69

The studies performed in [11–14] do not explain how to control the PV70

plant during curtailments and frequency droop events. In general, when the71

ramp rate is controlled directly, these studies do not consider communication72
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delays nor plant dynamics. The previous cited grid codes require additional73

modes of operation that affect the PV active power output as power curtail-74

ment or frequency droop. The utilization of energy storage systems under75

other operation modes can help to improve the performance (e.g. during76

a power curtailment, a SOC control can be performed or the battery can77

help to reach the setpoint in case of a lack of available PV power). To the78

best of our knowledge, there are no previous studies suggesting how to co-79

ordinate the utilization of the storage systems with the PV inverters during80

curtailment or frequency droop events.81

This paper proposes a practical method to fulfill the grid code require-82

ments including the ramp rate limitation, the power curtailment and the83

frequency droop considering a hybrid PV-ESS power plant. For the ramp84

rate limitation, the direct ramp rate control strategy explained later is used.85

The results are validated by simulations, where communication delays and a86

simplified model of plant dynamics are taken into account. The effect of the87

delays and plant dynamics are mitigated thanks to the proposed controller.88

Forecasting is not considered in this work.89

3. Hybrid PV-Storage power plant model90

3.1. Overview of the Hybrid PV-Storage Power Plant91

Figure 1 depicts a general scheme of a hybrid PV-battery power plant92

with ring configuration. This topology (e.g. Vanju-Mare 9.4 MW PV plant,93

Romania) as well as tree configuration are the most used in large-scale PV94

plants. In addition, a centralized storage for ramp rate compliance has been95

added. The reason for using centralized storage is that as the PV plant96

size increases, the relative power fluctuations diminish [17]. So, when it is97

desired to limit the fluctuations at the point of common coupling (PCC),98

lower storage features are required than when considering a strategy based99

on limiting the power fluctuations at the PV inverters output.100

A central power plant controller (PPC) coordinates all PV inverters to-101

gether with the ancillary devices to achieve the desired setpoints at the PCC.102

This controller sends active and reactive power setpoints to PV inverters,103

storage and FACTS devices as well as connection/disconnection orders to104

capacitor banks. All of these devices have local controls to follow the PPC105

commands. In [10] there is a detailed description of the PPC operation in106

PV plants without storage. This paper enhances the PPC performance con-107

sidering energy storage devices.108
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Figure 1: General scheme of a hybrid PV-battery power plant

3.2. Power Plant Model109

In this paper a simplified plant model is used. As only the active power110

is studied, the model considers an equivalent PV generator and a battery111

energy storage. The equivalent PV generator represents the PV arrays plus112

the PV inverters. Based on the observation of SMA PV inverter dynamics,113

it is modelled as a first order function (Figure 2(a)), where the input is114

the PV inverter setpoint α in per unit system. If we consider several PV115

inverters, each PV inverter i computes its local setpoint according to (1),116

where Pnom,i is the nominal power of the inverter i. As we consider an117

aggregated PV inverter, Pnom,i = Pplant. The output is the PV power Ppv,118

which is limited to a power profile (Ppv−av, available PV power obtained from119

real measurements).120

P ∗pv−set,i = α · Pnom,i (1)

The storage model represents a battery and its associated inverter and121

is also modelled as a first order function to simulate its dynamics. The122
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output of the first order function is saturated according to (2) and (3). The123

saturation prevents the model to inject power (P > 0) if the SOC = 0 and124

to store power (P < 0) if SOC = 1 and limits the maximum power to be125

injected or consumed to its nominal power Pbat−nom. The SOC of the battery126

is calculated taking into account its efficiency ηbat (see Figure 2(b)).127

Pbat−max =

Pbat−nom if SOC > 0

0 if SOC = 0
(2)

Pbat−min =

−Pbat−nom if SOC < 1

0 if SOC = 1
(3)

The model also takes into account communications delays, τcom (see Fig-128

ure 2(c)). Frequency deviations can be simulated by changing fmeas in order129

to test the frequency droop operation. Figure 2(c) depicts the complete130

model including the power plant controller.131

4. Control requirements132

The basic grid code requirements for frequency support actions are those133

related to the active power and can be summarized in:134

i) Active power curtailment: the Transmission System Operator (TSO)135

sends an active power setpoint to be injected at the PCC.136

ii) Frequency regulation by droop curve: the TSO specifies a curve which137

predefines an increase or decrease of the active power delivered at PCC as138

a function of the measured frequency. Figure 3(a) depicts the droop curve139

according to South African grid code [5]. The application of this curve is not140

explained in detail in the grid codes. According to the author’s experience in141

real PV plants, we consider the following procedure for applying the droop142

curve:143

• If the power plant is operating at the MPP, PD is set to the active power144

measurement at the PCC as soon as a frequency deviation exceeds f4.145

This setpoint PD remains constant until the frequency goes back to the146

dead band. In the case of down frequency event (the frequency is below147

f2) PD is set to the Ppv−meas(t). The grid code specifies that Ppv−av ≥148

1.03 · PD. Due to the fact that forecast is not considered, the energy149

storage must reserve a minimum delivery power of 0.03 · Ppcc−meas.150
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Figure 3(b) shows an application example. Until time t1 the frequency151

is at its nominal value and the plant is operating at the MPP. At time t1152

the frequency increases to F . At this time, PD is set to the measured153

active power at PCC and remains constant and the new setpoint is154

computed according to the droop curve.155

• If the TSO performs a curtailment, PD is the active power setpoint156

taking into account the ramp rate limitation (PD = P ∗pv−r). Once the157

curtailment ends, PD remains constant until the frequency goes back158

to the dead band.159

Figure 3(c) shows an application example. First, TSO sets a power160

curtailment (red line). The curtailment is limited by a ramp rate. So,161

the Ppcc follows the ramp limitation. At t1 a frequency deviation occurs162

and PD is set to the ramp limited value. According to this value and163

the specified droop curve, the droop contribution is computed.164

• The droop contribution is not limited by a ramp rate.165

iii) Ramp rate control: any variation of active power must not exceed a166

certain level of ramp rate. This level is usually set to
0.1·Pplant

minute
. Where Pplant is167

the nominal active power of the PV plant (e.g. in Puerto Rico and Romania168

[18]). This requirement is not applied to the droop curve contribution.169

5. Control solution170

This section presents the control solution. The objective is to fulfill the171

grid code requirements regarding to the active power control actions.172

5.1. Controller structure173

The controller can be divided into three steps as shown in Figure 4(a): ref-174

erence computation, PV controller and PV dispatch. The first step (reference175

computation) computes the battery and PV setpoints taking into account the176

grid code requirements and the SOC of the battery. The battery setpoint177

is sent directly to the battery inverter and will be achieved thanks to the178

inverter local controller. On the other hand, the PV setpoint can not be sent179

directly to PV inverters. It is due to the fact that, despite being simulated180

as an aggregated PV inverter, LSPVPPs consists of more than 1 PV inverter181

having different available power. So, the PV controller (proportional-integral182
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controller) computes Ptot, which is a corrected PV power setpoint that com-183

pensates possible lack of available active power from some PV inverters.184

Then, Ptot must be distributed among all PV inverters. It is performed at185

the PV dispatch step. Sending the setpoints to the PV inverters in per unit186

(p.u.) system, only one signal α must be computed. So, α is computed as187

(4). Then, each inverter i computes its local setpoint according to (1). Note188

that as the simulation model is an aggregated PV inverter, the PV inverter189

setpoint in kW will be Ptot.190

α =
Ptot
Pplant

(4)

5.2. Reference computation191

The reference computation block is divided into MPP mode, curtailment192

mode and two frequency droop modes according to the droop operation ex-193

plained before. The conditions to change the mode are shown in Figure 4(b).194

The flow chart shown later in Figure 7 depicts when the Mode selection is195

performed.196

5.2.1. MPP mode197

For the MPP mode, the basic concept is shown in Figure 5(a). There198

are different strategies in the literature to mitigate the power fluctuations.199

However, the strategies consisting on filtering the PV power measurement200

(e.g. the typical medium average technique) are not adequate for the purpose201

of this paper. This is due to the fact that grid codes require a ramp rate202

limitation while these strategies, despite being effective, do not have a direct203

control of the power ramp rate [14]. So, we perform a direct control of the204

ramp rate. This controller is corrective as it reacts once a ramp fault is205

detected. It means that for short periods ramp faults will occur, especially206

at the beginning of the event. The basic idea is that if the PV power at time207

t does not exceed the ramp rate limitation, the reference power at the PCC208

will be Pplant and the battery setpoint will be set to 0. On the other hand,209

if the ramp rate is exceeded, the battery setpoint is calculated to bring the210

ramp rate to its limit. It can be expressed mathematically as (5). Obviously,211

P ∗bat(t) is constrained to its limits and if it is at the lower limit, the PV212

setpoint P ∗pv(t) is modified (curtailed) to avoid exceeding the ramp rate (see213

equation (6) and Figure 5(c)).214
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P ∗bat(t) =


Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) + ∆Pmax − Ppv−meas(t) if Ppv−meas(t)− Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) > ∆Pmax

Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) + ∆Pmin − Ppv−meas(t) if Ppv−meas(t)− Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) < ∆Pmin

0 otherwise

(5)
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215

P ∗pv(t) =

{
Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) + ∆Pmax − Pbat−meas(t) if P ∗bat = Pbat−min

Pplant otherwise
(6)

Where ∆Pmax = RRmax · Tw60 ·
Pplant

100 and ∆Pmim = RRmin · Tw60 ·
Pplant

100 .216

Over this basic ramp rate limiter structure, some modifications are performed217

to improve the performance. The MPP mode applies the control block shown in218

Figures 5(b) and 5(c). To better understand how the control is performed, a flow219

diagram is included at section 5.3 (Figure 7). First of all, taking into account that220

the setpoints are not applied instantaneously due to the communication delays and221

the PV and battery time response, the response of the system (specially if Tw is222

small) presents power oscillations during ramp events, where the main frequency223

is 1
Tw

. More detailed explanation is done in the Appendix A. Therefore, a filter224

to the measurement at the PCC is included. This filter adds a delay Td on the225

measurement that has to be taken into account. The maximum and minimum226

allowed active power variations ∆Pmax and ∆Pmin are calculated considering the227

filter delay as (7) and (8). Figure 6 shows an example of the performance with and228

without the filter. The filter proofs beneficial as it eliminates the ripple of the power229

generated when the battery is limiting the ramp rate. The other modification is230

the SOC control. With the scheme of Figure 5(b) [19], an offset to the battery231

setpoint is applied depending on the SOC∗(t) and SOCmeas(t). The setpoint232

SOC∗(t) is computed following the Ppv−meas(t), which means that the higher is233

the PV power measured, the higher will be the SOC setpoint. If the PV power234

is at high level, ramp-down events have more probability to occur, so we require235

the SOC to be at high level in order to be ready to discharge the battery. On236

the other hand, if the PV power is low, we will expect ramp-up events. So, the237

desired SOC will be at low levels to be able to charge when the ramp-up event238

occurs. The SOC ref calculation block computes the SOC∗(t) as (9). Note that239

the SOC∗(t) is between 0.4 and 0.6. It is due to the fact that batteries have low240

cycle-life, so we try to operate it within the stand-by condition [11]. Once the241

SOC∗(t) is obtained, P ∗bat(t) is calculated as (10). The PV power setpoint P ∗pv(t)242

is calculated as (11) taking into account that P ∗bat(t) has been previously limited243

to between Pbat−max and Pbat−min.244

∆Pmax = RRmax ·
Tw + Td

60
·
Pplant
100

(7)

∆Pmin = RRmin ·
Tw + Td

60
·
Pplant
100

(8)

SOC∗(t) = 0.4 +
0.6− 0.4

Pplant
· Ppv−meas(t) (9)
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P ∗
bat(t) =


Ppcc−filt(t− Tw) + ∆Pmax − Ppv−meas(t) if Ppv−meas(t)− e(t)− Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) > ∆Pmax

Ppcc−filt(t− Tw) + ∆Pmin − Ppv−meas(t) if Ppv−meas(t)− e(t)− Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) < ∆Pmin

−e(t) otherwise

(10)

245

P ∗pv(t) =

{
Ppcc−filt(t− Tw) + ∆Pmax − Pbat−meas(t) if P ∗bat(t) = Pbat−min

Pplant otherwise

(11)
Where e(t) = KSOC · (SOC∗(t)− SOCmeas(t))246
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Figure 6: Example of ramp rate performance without and with filter. Tw = 2 s. Total
communication delay + battery response time = 50 ms (2.5% of Tw). Total communication
delay + PV plant response (PV controller + inverter dynamics) ≈ 1 s (50% of Tw)

Note that in [19], the SOC∗ is computed so that the energy flow through247

the battery is reduced. But, it leads to operate the SOC from 0 to 1 p.u.248

In contrast, our application tries to avoid operating it out from the stand-by249

condition.250
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5.2.2. Curtailment Mode251

Considering the PPC is operating in MPP mode, once the TSO sets a cur-252

tailment setpoint (PTSO(t) < Pplant) the curtailment mode begins. P ∗pv−r(t)253

(the TSO setpoint after applying the ramp limitation) is updated at the254

first iteration of the PPC according to (12). Then, at each PPC execution255

P ∗pv−r(t) is updated following a ramp rate limitation according to (13). A256

saturation is applied as (14) in the case of ramp-up or as (15) in the case257

of ramp-down. Finally, P ∗pv(t) and P ∗bat(t) are calculated as (16) and (17)258

respectively. In this way, the battery ensures that the active power at the259

PCC is the required by the ramp rate limitation. Adding an offset to the260

PV setpoint (see equation (16)) ensures the SOC control of the battery. The261

corresponding flow chart can be observed in Figure 7.262

P ∗pv−r(t) = Ppcc−meas(t) (12)

P ∗pv−r(t) =


P ∗pv−r(t− Ts) +

RRmin

100
· Pplant

60
· Ts if PTSO < P ∗pv−r(t− Ts)

P ∗pv−r(t− Ts) +
RRmax

100
· Pplant

60
· Ts if PTSO ≥ P ∗pv−r(t− Ts)

(13)
Where Ts is the sampling time of the PPC.263

P ∗pv−r(t) =

P
∗
pv−r(t) if PTSO ≥ P ∗pv−r(t)

PTSO if PTSO < P ∗pv−r(t)
(14)

P ∗pv−r(t) =

P
∗
pv−r(t) if PTSO ≤ P ∗pv−r(t)

PTSO if PTSO > P ∗pv−r(t)
(15)

P ∗pv(t) = P ∗pv−r(t) + (SOC∗(t)− SOCmeas(t)) ·KSOC (16)

P ∗bat(t) = P ∗pv−r(t)− Ppv−meas(t) (17)

One can think that for a curtailment mode, P ∗bat(t) could be calculated264

as in the scheme of Figure 5(b). However, it would not result in a good265

performance in the case of Ppv−av(t) < P ∗pv−r(t) because the PTSO would not266

be reached.267
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5.2.3. Droop 1 mode268

During the MPP mode (PTSO = Pplant), a frequency deviation can occur.269

In this case the so-called Droop 1 mode is applied. In this mode, the droop270

setpoint, PD, is calculated as (18) (this setpoint will remain constant until the271

frequency returns to the dead band, see Figure 7). The droop contribution272

∆P is calculated at each computation loop of the PPC according to the curve273

of Figure 3(a). Then, the PV and battery setpoints are calculated as (19)274

and (20) respectively.275

PD = Ppcc−meas (18)

P ∗pv(t) = PD + ∆P + (SOC∗(t)− SOCmeas(t)) ·KSOC (19)

P ∗bat(t) = P ∗pv(t)− Ppv−meas(t) (20)

Once the frequency recover the normal values (fmeas(t) ∈ [f2, f3]), it is276

desired to return to the MPP mode. Fast power changes can be avoided277

setting the curtailment mode despite PTSO = Pplant, which will perform the278

ramp up event until the PV plant reaches the MPP and then the operation279

mode will change to MPP mode (see the transition conditions from Droop 1280

to MPP modes in Figure 4(b)).281

5.2.4. Droop 2 mode282

If a frequency deviation occurs during a curtailment the reference compu-283

tation block computes the Droop 2 mode. In this case PD is updated at each284

PPC execution as (21), where P ∗pv−r(t) is obtained by the same way than in285

the curtailment mode (P ∗pv−r(t) is the TSO setpoint after applying a ramp286

limitation). The PV and battery setpoints are calculated again considering287

the droop curve, the updated PD and equations (19) and (20). When the288

droop mode ends, P ∗pv−r(t) is updated to Ppcc−meas(t) and curtailment mode289

is applied again to go from mode Droop 2 to mode curtailment with ramp290

transition avoiding fast changes.291

PD(t) = P ∗pv−r(t) (21)

5.3. Summary292

To improve the readability of section 5, a flow diagram of the control293

solution is included in Figure 7294
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Initialization:
integrator outputs, initial 

measurements, initial mode,
ΔPma x and ΔPmin = eq.(7) and eq.(8),

set parameter values

Mode(t)=MPP? Mode(t)=Curtailment? Mode(t)=Droop1? Mode(t)=Droop2?

Mode(t-Ts)=Mode(t)

Read 
measurements

Obtain:
 SOC*(t) = eq.(9)

Ppcc-f ilt = 1st order filter applied to Ppcc-meas(t)

Mode (t)= see Fig. 4(b)

Pbat*(t)=eq. (10)

Saturate Pbat*(t) 
between Pbat-ma x and 

Pbat-min

Ppv*(t)=eq. (11)

if Mode(t-Ts)≠curtailment
then Ppv-r*(t)=eq. (12)
else Ppv-r*(t)=eq. (13)   

Saturation
if PT SO ≥ Ppv-r*(t-Ts)
then apply saturation as 
eq. (14)
else  apply saturation as 
eq. (15)

Ppv*(t)=eq. (16)
Pbat*(t)=eq. (17)

if Mode(t-Ts)=MPP
then PD*(t)=eq. (18)
else PD(t)=PD(t-Ts)   

ΔP=apply curve of Fig. (3)
(ΔP=P(fmeas)-PD)

Ppv*(t)=eq. (19)
Pbat*(t)=eq. (20)

Saturation
if PTSO ≥ Ppv-r*(t-Ts)
then apply saturation as 
eq. (14)
else  apply saturation as 
eq. (15)

Ppv-r*(t)=eq. (13)

Ppv*(t)=eq. (19)
Pbat*(t)=eq. (20)

PD*(t)=eq. (21)

ΔP=apply curve of Fig. (3)
(ΔP=P(fmeas)-PD)

Execute P I controller to obtain α (t) and send α (t) and Pbat*(t) to PV inverters and to the battery inverter according to Fig . 4 (a)

t=t+Ts

No No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Figure 7: Flow diagram of the control solution

6. Results295

The characteristics of the power plant are shown in Table 1.296

The data of Ppv−av has been obtained thanks to the NREL database [20].297
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Table 1: Parameters used in the simulation
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Pplant 9.4 MW τpv 100 ms
Pbat−max 1 MW τbat 10 ms
Pbat−min -1 MW ηbat 0.95
Cbat−nom 167 kWh τcom 20 ms
Tw 2 s Ts 100 ms
RRmax 10 % RRmin -10 %
Kp−pv 0.05 Ki−pv 1
Kw−pv 10 KSOC 1880
τmeas 1 s fmin 47 Hz
f1 49.5 Hz f2 49.8 Hz
fn 50 Hz f3 50.2 Hz
f4 52 Hz fmax 53 Hz

First, second by second irradiance data (from 1 Apr. of 2011 to 13 May of298

2011 in Oahu, Hawaii) has been obtained and then, based on the model of299

[16], the available PV power has been calculated. According to [16], the PV300

power output can be obtained applying a first order filter to the irradiance301

data and scaling the result by a gain of
Pplant

1000
. The filter time constant is302

√
S

2π·0.02 , where S is the area of the PV plant in ha. For this work, S = 52 Ha303

is chosen.304

6.1. MPP mode305

Figure 8 shows a complete day operating under MPP mode. In general,306

it can be observed that the battery is only used in presence of high solar307

energy variability. The rest of the time, just the SOC control contribution308

is applied to the battery. The zoomed area shows the PV power and the309

PCC power. It can be observed that the ramp rate limitation is fulfilled. As310

explained previously, the SOC setpoint is computed depending on the PV311

power generated. It is shown on the bottom plot of Figure 8.312

In [9], it is suggested to evaluate ramp rate compliance by taking a sam-313

ple of the ramp rate each two seconds and calculating the % of ramp rate314

excursions out of the limits (for 10 % ramp rate limit, a breach is considered315

to be at 11 %). The time window for calculating the ramp rate is 2 seconds.316

By the methodology presented in this paper, the ramp rate compliance is317

98 %, while without battery compliance drops to 91 % (calculations exclude318
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night-time). It is worth noting that the battery sizing is out of the scope of319

this paper. Larger battery of 7 MW and 900 kWh has also been simulated.320

In this case the ramp rate compliance increases up to 99.3 % higher than321

the 98.5 % required according to [9]. Reaching the 100 % of the ramp rate322

compliance will rarely occur as the controller is corrective (first detects the323

ramp fault and then reacts).324
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Figure 8: Simulation of a complete day under MPP mode. Top plot: PCC (blue), PV
(red), and battery (green) active power. Bottom plot: SOC (blue) and 0.4-0.6 p.u. range
(dashed)

6.2. SOC control325

The SOC control strategy is evaluated by means of how the battery oper-326

ation could affect its lifetime. Determining the ageing of the battery is out of327

the scope of this paper. However, it is known that the desirable SOC level to328

operate the battery is between 0.4 and 0.6 p.u, defined as standby condition329

[11]. In addition, the amount of power flowing through the battery indicates330

its usage and hence, it also affects the battery lifetime. These two parameters331

are compared here between the proposed SOC strategy and a constant SOC332

setpoint strategy.333

Figure 9 compares the SOC control strategies: in blue considering con-334

stant SOC setpoint and in red the proposed strategy according to equation335

(9). Forty three consecutive days have been simulated. Figure 9 shows the336
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first 7 days where the night time has been reduced due to the limitation337

of computational time. To compare these strategies, MPP mode is applied338

where the PV power is shown in the top plot. As it can be observed, the339

time of ’out of the standby operation’ reduces compared to a constant SOC340

setpoint.341
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Figure 9: Comparison of SOC control strategies (MPP mode). Top plot: PV power profile.
Bottom plot: SOC for both strategies, SOC∗ = 0.5 in blue and SOC∗ = eq. (9) in red.

The results of the 43 days are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 shows342

the time in which the battery is operating ’out from the standby’ condition.343

Generally, this time is reduced by applying the proposed strategy. In ad-344

dition, it can be observed that the higher the deviation from the standby345
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condition, the higher is the time reduction. So, we can conclude that the346

SOC for the proposed strategy is closer to the standby condition.347

Table 2: Time [min] during which the SOC is out of the standby condition (43 days of
simulation)

SOC ∈
[0, 0.4) ∪ (0.6, 1]

SOC ∈
[0, 0.3) ∪ (0.7, 1]

SOC ∈
[0, 0.2) ∪ (0.8, 1]

SOC ∈
[0, 0.1) ∪ (0.9, 1]

SOC∗ = 0.5 1316 315 40 3
SOC∗ = eq. (9) 1290 235 18 0
% of reduction 2.0 25.3 54.6 100

Table 3 shows the total energy flowing through the battery during the 43348

simulated days. It can be observed that for high variability days, the total349

energy flowing through the battery is reduced, on average, by 2.8 % with the350

proposed strategy. In contrast during the medium and low variability days,351

the total energy flowing through the battery with the proposed strategy is352

greater than considering a constant SOC setpoint. The high difference in353

low variability days is due to the fact that, while the proposed SOC control354

strategy performs one cycle during these days, the constant SOC strategy355

does not use the battery (see SOC of days 3 and 6 in Figure 9).356

Table 3: Total (in + out) energy flowing through the battery [kWh] (43 days of simulation)

High variability
(14 days)

Medium variability
(14 days)

Low variability
(15 days)

SOC=0.5 24202 10100 2772.1
SOC=eq. (9) 23525 10199 3532.9

% of reduction 2.8 -1.0 -27.4

To sum up, the proposed SOC control strategy is better for days with high357

variability of solar generation as the SOC is operated closed the standby358

condition and lower energy flow is required. But for the same reason, for359

sunny days, the constant SOC strategy improves operation of the battery.360

The election of which strategy suits better for a power plant will depend on361

the location and the climate. Also, it could be elected by de plant operator362

according to the expected performance in the future days. In this case,363

precise information would not be required, just the type of weather as sunny,364

partial cloudy or full overcast for the next days.365
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In addition, the ramp rate compliance has been analysed for the 43 sim-366

ulated days (Figure 10). Considering the whole simulation period, without367

the battery the ramp rate compliance reaches 88.9 % while with the battery368

it reaches up to 97 % (night time is excluded). The proposed control with a369

larger battery would have the potential to comply during 99 % of the time.370

For this latter calculation, we used a battery of 7 MW and 900 kWh. The371

corresponding ramp rate distribution is shown in Figure 10(a) where it can372

be observed that most of the ramp rate faults without battery are moved to373

the 10 % ramp rate limit when the battery is installed. Figure 10(b) shows374

the ramp rate compliance histogram for three different scenarios: i) without375

battery ii) with the simulated 1 MW battery and iii) with 7 MW battery. It376

is shown that with a properly sized battery the ramp rate specified by the377

grid code is accomplished.378

6.3. Power curtailment379

The power curtailment performance is shown in Figure 11. The PV power380

follows a ramp until reaching the setpoint. The battery just performs its381

SOC control. During the short period when there is not enough available382

PV power, the battery helps to achieve the setpoint. Once the available PV383

power is again greater than the TSO setpoint, a small transient that is due384

to the PV PI controller can be observed. This controller saturates its output385

at the nominal PV plant power (see the black dotted line). So, once the386

available power is greater than the setpoint, the output of the controller starts387

to decrease. However, at the beginning this reduction has no effect because388

the available active power is still smaller than the PI output. Nevertheless,389

the battery also contributes following the TSO setpoint during this transient.390

When the power curtailment ends, a ramp-up limitation is performed until391

the available power reaches its MPP. We know the MPP is reached because392

the PI controller output is saturated at the MPP.393

6.4. Frequency droop394

Figure 12 show the previous performance but during the curtailment, a395

droop event occurs for up and for down frequency event (Figures 12(a) and396

12(b) respectively). In Figure 12(a), it is observed how once the frequency397

increases, the output power automatically reduces adding an offset ∆P to the398

TSO ramp limited setpoint. At the same time that the droop and curtailment399

operation is performed, the SOC control is applied. It can be observed in the400

bottom plot, where the SOC∗ is calculated as (9). In Figure 12(b) the down401
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Figure 10: Ramp rate performance during 43 days for different scenarios: i) without
battery, ii) with battery 1 MW and iii) with battery 7 MW

frequency droop curve is shown. It is observed how the battery performs the402

SOC control and, when there is a lack of PV power, it supports the power403

plant by injecting additional active power.404

Finally, Figure 13 depicts the good performance of droop operation when405
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Figure 11: PV, battery and PCC active power response after curtailment. Curtailment is
set at 2 MW between 29800 s and 32000 s (blue dashed line).

the PV plant is operating at the MPP mode. It is shown how the droop406

contribution is applied instantaneously and, when the frequency goes back to407

the dead band, the PV plant returns to the MPP in a smooth way (ramped).408

7. Conclusion409

In this paper, a power plant controller to fulfill grid code requirements410

in hybrid PV-storage power plants has been presented. In particular, power411

curtailment, frequency droop and ramp rate limitation restrictions have been412

studied with satisfactory results.413

The traditional SOC control for low cycle-life storage systems (SOC∗ =414

0.5) has been modified so that the SOC∗ follows the PV power generated,415

where the result shows that it keeps the battery less stressed during days with416

high variability of solar production. In addition, the controller permits SOC417

control during curtailment and frequency droop events. In case of having a418

lack of PV power to reach the curtailment or droop setpoints, the controller419

uses the battery to fulfill these requirements, which improves the performance420

in comparison with PV plants that are not equipped with storage systems.421

The ramp rate control has been performed taking into account a strong422

restriction (time window of two seconds). With small time windows, it has423
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been observed that power oscillations could occur. To deal with this problem,424

a filter has been included to the typical ramp rate controller. The result is425

that the power ripple caused by delays during ramp event in the MPP mode426

has been suppressed.427

It has been shown that the 2-second ramp rate compliance may be fulfilled428

by the proposed controller. For that purpose, a properly sized battery is429

required.430
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Appendix A. Working principle of the measurement filter for im-440

proving the ramp rate performance441

Let us consider the ramp rate control scheme of Figure 5(a) and the same442

scheme but filtering the Ppcc−meas(t), see Figure 5(b). Now, we apply a PV443

power step and analyse the response of the system in Figures A.14 and A.15444

(the response under a real PV profile can be observed above in Figure 6).445

Figure A.14 shows the performance according to the control scheme with-446

out the proposed filter. In this case, once the PV power drops, the controller447

(executed each Ts = 100 ms) detects the ramp event by comparing the actual448

PV measurement (red) and the previous PCC measurement Ppcc−meas(t−Tw)449

(dashed black) and computes the required setpoint to the battery. Due to450

the communication delays and plant dynamics, the setpoint is not applied451

instantaneously. So, The PCC power (blue) drops transiently until the bat-452

tery reacts. This will be a problem after Tw seconds as the measured power453

Ppcc−meas(t − Tw) will drop despite the PV power remains constant (see the454

second oscillation in zoomed area). This fact, will be understood as an up-455

ramp event and a power oscillation will occur. It happens each Tw seconds.456

So, the result is that PCC power presents power oscillations of a period Tw.457
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Figure A.15 shows the performance according to the proposed control458

scheme with filter. As it can be observed, at the beginning of the ramp event459

the system behaves exactly in the same way. After Tw seconds, the measured460

power Ppcc−meas(t− Tw) (not shown in the plot) drops in the same way. But461

in this control scheme, the controller uses the power filtered (Ppcc−filt(t−Tw),462

black dashed). So, the initial transient in Ppcc−meas is not observed by the463

controller and the power oscillations during the ramp event are mitigated.464

Note that as the controlled variable (∆Pmax and ∆Pmin) depends on a time465

window and the filter adds a delay, it has to be taken into account in the466

ramp rate calculation as explained before.467
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(b) Down frequency event. Lack of PV power available
and battery provides support to comply the setpoint.

Figure 12: Frequency droop response during curtailment. PCC, PV and battery active
power and SOC control analysis.
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Figure 13: Frequency droop response during MPP operation mode. PCC, PV and battery
active power analysis. In this case, there is enough PV power. So, no battery support is
required.
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Figure A.14: Ramp rate response after a 1 MW PV power step at second 200. Conventional
method without the filter
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Figure A.15: Ramp rate response after a 1 MW PV power step at second 200. Proposed
method: filter applied
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